The Amazing Sea Dentist

Sejun’s tooth aches, so he has to go to the dentist. But he is afraid. Because he thinks the dentist will give him a painful injection. Dad says he knows a fun dentist. What will happen in the dentist’s office? Go into the penguin dentist’s office with Sejun.
“Aaargh! My teeth!”
Sejun woke up and cried bitterly because of a toothache.
His cheek was terribly swollen.
“Oh my! You will have to see the dentist right away.” said mom.
“I don’t want to go. It’s scary!” Sejun shouted back with fear.
Then dad said.
“The dentist I know is very fun.”
Sejun went to the dentist’s office with dad. When he entered all kinds of fish were swimming in a big fish tank in the waiting room. Sejun was so excited he almost forgot he was sick.
“Come on in!”
The dentist welcomed Sejun.
“Eh?”
Sejun was surprised to see the dentist was a penguin.
Sejun followed the dentist. First the dentist called Pointy shrimp. “Pointy Shrimp, I need to give a shot.” “I don’t want to take a shot!” Sejun nearly burst out crying. “Don’t worry. It doesn’t hurt you at all.” Sting! The shot didn’t give him much pain. It was like a mosquito bite. Rather Sejun was excited to see the shrimp give him a shot.
Then the dentist called Sawshark.

“Sawshark, will you remove the cavity from Sejun’s teeth?”

“No problem. I’ll clear them away.”

The sawshark answered with confidence.

The sawshark started to clean Sejun’s teeth.

Sejun’s mouth sounded like a construction site.
This time dentist called Octopus.
“Squirting Octopus, squirt water to clean Sejun’s teeth.”
“That’s a piece of cake.”
The squirting octopus answered loudly.
Squirt! Squirt!

Octopus squirted water. Sejun felt good.
Now the dentist called Suckerfish.
“Suckerfish, suck the water in Sejun’s mouth.”
Sejun was worried.
What if the suckerfish sucks his teeth too?
Luckily the suckerfish sucked water only.
This time the silver starfish was called. 
“Silver starfish, fill the hole in Sejun’s teeth beautifully.”
At his words the silver starfish began sprinkling silver powder into the hole in Sejun’s teeth.

Everything was done. 
Sejun felt a little awkward when he saw his new teeth. 
But his tooth was shiny. 
Gradually he felt content and happy.
Now Sejun felt hungry, so he wanted to go home. “May I go now?” “Wait a moment. There are some rules you have to follow. Brushing your teeth three times a day, in 3 minutes after meal. Can you do it?” “Err..Mmm...” Even before Sejun answered, the penguin dentist went away.
“Now it’s done, Sejun. Wake up.” said the dentist. At that moment Sejun was at a loss. But he was happy to see his dad’s face behind the dentist.
“No, not at all. I had a great time.”
Sejun answered grinning widely.
“Dad, I’m not afraid to go to the dentist anymore.”